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A TEM STUDY OF a"Fe]6N2 AND y'-Fe4N PRECIPITATION IN IRON-NITROGEN 

* U. Dahmen, P. Ferguson and K.H. Westmacott 

National Center for Electron Microscopy, 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 

University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 

ABSTRACT 

Precipitation of a"-Fe16N2 and y'-Fe4N in thin foil and bulk-aged 

nitrogen-ferrite was studied by in situ HVEM and conventional TEM techniques. 

Detailed analyses of the precipitate morphology, symmetry, and internal 

fine structure, have led to an improved understanding of the factors 

controlling the growth habits. The observed habit planes and orientation 

relationships for both types of precipitate are in good agreement with 

theoretical predictions. 

Evidence for various modes of strain accommodation was found, including 

formation of polytypes in the y' phase, and formation of groups of 

self-asccommodating variants of both a" and y' particles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Precipitation of the CL "-Fe16N2 and y'-Fe4N phases from iron-nitrogen 

alloys has been the subject of extensive study over the years. Optical 

microscopy [1,2] X-ray diffraction [3,4] transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM; 5-10) and Mossbauer spectrometry [11] have been employed to 

characteri ze preci pitate structures. In other work, Hi gh Voltage E1 ectron 

Mi croscopy (HVEM) was used to study in situ heterogeneous nu.cl eati on of 

" on dislocations as a function of the character of the dislocations [12J. 

HVEM was also used recently by Ferguson et al for in-and ex-situ studies 

of iron-nitrogen alloys [13]. The morphology of a" has been investigated 

both theoretically [14] and experimentally [15], and some of the experimental 

* now with Cookson Group, Wallsend, England. 
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resul ts on yl of the present study were used in a recent paper to test 

a model predicting coherent and semicoherent precipitate habit planes [16J. 

During the room-temperature quench-aging of supersaturated 

ni trogen-ferri te a three-dimensional array of nitrogen atomrGP zones is 

produced on the {Don matrix planes [17]. These GP zones overage below 

200 0 e to form the metastable b.c. tetragonal phase cl'-Fe16N2 (~a = 0.2860nm; 

~c = 0.3145 nm) in the b.c.c. iron matrix (a = 0.28664 nm). 

Above about 200 °e a" transforms 

f.c.c.-based y '-Fe4N (a = 0.3795 nm). 

to the equilibrium precipitate. 

The present work descri bes a TEM 

study on the precipitation of all-Fe16N2 and y '-Fe4N from a supersaturated 

nitrogen-ferrite (0.08 wt.% N) alloy. Emphasis is given to the relationship 

between the crystal structure. strain accommodation and morphology of the 

a" and yl precipitates. As iron-nitrogen alloys exhibit essentially bulk 

behavior during in situ aging of thin foils suitable for HVEM observation 

[12J both bulk and in situ aging procedures were used in the present study 

to establish the sequence of precipitation events. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Annealed and electropolished coupons (1 cm x 2 cm x 0.1 mm thick) 

of Battelle zone-refined iron were nitrided in a 10.5 vol.% NH3:89.5 vol.% 

H2 gas mixture at 590
0 e and subsequently quenched into iced brine. The 

resulting supersaturated nitrogen-ferrite (Fe-0.08 wt. % N) specimens were 

bulk-aged in either an oil-bath or a vacuum furnace « 100 mPa). In situ 

aging of thin-foil TEM specimens was carried out using the double-tilt 

heating stage of a 1.5 MeV Kratos High Voltage Electron Microscope (HVEM). 

Thin foil specimens were prepared using the window technique with a 68 vol. % 

.. 
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acetic acid: 16 vol.% perchloric acid: 16 vol.% butoxyethanol electrolyte 

at 0-5 °c using 20 volts and a current density of 0.1 A cm- 2 . In some 

cases, precipitates were isolated from the iron matrix by a conventional 

extraction procedure involving the deposition and stripping of a carbon-film 

from the etched surface of aged samples. Transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) was performed using a Siemens 102 at 100 kV or a JEOL 200CX microscope 

operating at 200 kV. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Morphology 

Fig. 1 shows a typical (X1I-Fe16N2 plate formed in a-Fe by bulk-aging 

nitrogen-ferrite below 200°C. The rosette-like appearance was shown earlier 

to be caused by a "puckered sheetll morphology [15J. These particles are 

thin plates made up of joined segments each of which is inclined about 

10 with respect to the overall {DOn habit plane. This inclination is 

also apparent in the irregular outline of the other two precipitate variants 

which are seen edge-on. 

Fig. 2. shows a group of y'-Fe4N particles formed by bulk-aging for 

3 min. at 300°C. Due to their large size these inclined plates intersect 

the top and bottom foil surfaces leading to a lath-shaped appearance. 

A characteristic feature is a set of finely-spaced parallel lines in the 

interface. This is commonly observed in semi coherent precipitates and 

it was shown for the case of molybdenum carbide (M02C) particles in 

molybdenum that these lines are dislocations along an invariant line 

di recti on in the interface [18J. A set of stri ati ons is associ ated with 

each precipitate. 

In the present case of y' p1 ates it was often found that a sing1 e 
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precipitate plate contained two sets of interfacial lines at some angle 

to each other. One such precipitate is the vertical plate in Fig. 2. 

The two precipitate variants corresponding to the two sets of striations 

apparently share the same habit plane. Three pieces of evidence support 

this conclusion; (1) the trace of the plate intersecting the foil surfaces 

in Fig. 2 is essentially straight. (2) the two variants do not intersect 

along a straight line. as would be geometrically required if they were 

to lie on different habit planes. This is visible in both the inclined 

particles in Fig. 2 and the particle seen nearly face-on in Fig. 3. (3) 

The extinction contours visible in the precipitate in Fig. 3 are nearly 

continuous as they cross from one variant to the other. This will only 

be the case if the habit plane is continuous. 

This degeneracy greatly simplifies the determination of the exact 

habit plane: since different precipitate variants are always related by 

a symmetry operation of the matrix [19], there must be a mirror perpendicular 

to the plane of the plate (or a twofold axis in the plane). In a cubic 

matrix this restricts the habit plane to the type {hhl} if the mirror is 

the {l10} type and to {okl} if the mirror is the {lOa} type. A check 

of the striations in Figs. 2 and 3 shows that they are mirror related across 

a {lOa} plane. The precipitate habit must therefore be {okl}' 

A second characteristic feature of y' is shown in a low magnification 

view taken near a <111> zone axis (see Fig. 4). The V-shaped morphology 

is the result of two variants with different {okl} habit planes growing 

from a common apex. It was determined by tilting the foil through a large 

angle that these two variants were related by the {llO} mirror plane of 
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the matrix that bisects the V. Being of the type {okH the two variants 

in the V must be edge-on in a <100> zone where the angle between them 

can be measured most accurately. As shown in Fig. 5(a) this angle is about 

42°, significantly larger than the angle of 37° subtended by {012} planes 

as determined by Meh1 et a1. [1] and Booker [6J. More accurately the habit 

plane is therefore {049}. Note that the irregularities and offsets in 

each member of the V at a distance from the tip can lead to erroneous 

measurements, especially at lower magnification or in thinner foils. A 

second example of a V-shaped particle showing the precipitate junction 

lies along a matrix mirror plane is shown in Fig. 5(b). The corresponding 

electron diffraction pattern in a symmetrical <100> orientation is shown 
CI. 

in Fig. 5(c). The diffraction spots from two plates indicate that they 

are near a <llO>y' orientation (out1 ined) and twin related across the rOll} CI. 

mirror plane. It can be seen in Fig. 5(b) that this {01l} plane is also 
a 

the plane of contact between these two variants. 

In order to examine the morphologies in greater detail and to image 

precipitates in directions parallel to the invariant line, suitable 

orientations within the tilting capability of the microscope are required. 

Such orientations were not found in samples aged in-situ because the 

interfacial striations always made a shallow angle to the foil surfaces. 

Consequently, for these experiment specimens were prepared from bulk aged 

material. Fig 6(a) shows a single y' plate with the interfacial lines 

viewed nearly end-on. The precipitate is seen to be diamond-shaped with 

a wedge angle of about 3°. When inclined to the beam (Fig. 6c) the particle 

exhibits striations in the broad interface. The dark field image in Fig. 
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6b shows them to be associated with stacking faults in the particle. 

Since most y' plates that are nearly parallel to the foil surface 

are etched out during electropolishing of bulk-aged samples only steeply 

inclined particles remain whose shape is masked by intersection with the 

foil surfaces. Their true shape is easier to determine from in situ-aged 

samples (see Fig. 7). The butterfly-like appearance .of the particle is 

due to the fact that it has one wing nearly parallel to the foil surface 

and the other nearly perpendicular. The broad variant exhibits curved 

extinction contours and the usual parallel striations. From the view of 

the preCipitates shown in Figs. 4-7 their true shape is a semicircular 

plate joined to another such plate at an acute angle in a morphology that 

appears V-shaped in cross-section. 

The morphology of y'-Fe4N particles is shown schematically in Fig. 

8(a). Each wing has two sets of striations. Two cross sections are outlined 

in one of the plates. The diamond-shaped cross-section is seen in Fig. 

6 and the tapered cross-section in Fig. 5. The two wings are joined along 

the [100] direction and the angle between them is bisected by the (all) 

mirror plane. For accuracy this is also shown stereographically in Fig. 

8(b). The traces of the two habit planes, the pole of the (all) mirror 

and the directions of the striations in each habit plane are indicated. 

For comparison the puckered sheet morphology of a "-Fe16N2 is shown in 

Fig. 8(c). Note that both types of precipitates form groups of several 

variants. C4 "Fe16N2 particles were typically 0.1 to l~m whereas y' particles 

were about 10 ~m in size. This difference in size is illustrated in 

Fig. 4 where large y' particles are surrounded by a precipitate-free zone 

and a mottled background of fine a" particles. 
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3.2. Orientation Relationship of allFel6!!2 and y'-Fe4N 

It has been found difficult in previous studies to obtain diffraction 

patterns from all particles. This is due to two factors. The transformation 

strain from bcc a-Fe to bct all is small, resulting in only a small splitting 

of diffraction spots normal to the habit plane. In addition, a plate is 

made up of many segments with different habit planes near the same pole 

and with a different direction of spot splitting for each. Thus every 

all plate is made up of different segments with slightly different orientation 

relationships which tends to diffuse the diffracted intensity. 

The spot splitting due to one large segment is visible in the 

diffraction pattern in Fig. 9(a). The direction of spot splitting (indicated 

by arrows) is about 10° off [001], in agreement with the observed inclination 

of the habit plane. The c-axis of the all precipitate is thus inc]ined 

less than one degree with respect to the COOl] direction of the matrix. 

The orientation relationship is specified by (001) all '" 0.7° from (OOl)a 

and one direction in the (00l) all plane is parallel to the same direction 

in the (001) a plane. 
, 

The orientation relationship is easier to determine for y particles 

because they are larger and semicoherent and because each plate is of a 

single orientation. The selected area diffraction pattern in Fig. 9(b) 

was obtained from matrix and precipitate simultaneously. The precipitate 

is in exact [011] orientation and the two rows of spots parallel to [211] 

are high-order matrix spots. From these spots and the Kikuchi lines present 

it was determined that the [lll]a matrix zone was at an angle of 12.2° from 

the [OllJ y ' precipitate zone and (211)a was almost parallel to (311)y'. 

This orientation relationship is shown stereographically in Fig. 10 where 
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the trace of the habit plane and the interfacial line direction are also 

shown. Poles of the yl precipitate lattice are written in small inclined 

numbers. Note that this is c'lose to the inverse Nishiyama-Wassermann 

orientation relationship in which the lattices are misoriented by a 9.7° 
-

rotation around [110] [20]. Here the misorientation is about 8° around 
a 

the axis denoted u in the stereogram. Also note the streaking of the [OllJ 

precipitate pattern in the [111] direction, a feature connected with the 

planar faults observed in the particle. 

3.3. Substructure of y'-Fe4N Particles 

As shown in Fig. 6 the interfacial lines in y I plates were associated 

with planar faults. In order to investigate this substructure in more 

detail y I particles were extracted to avoid interference from the ferrite 

matrix. Fig. 11 shows a set of two-beam dark field images of a typical 

extracted plate with extensive faulting on one set of {lln planes. When 

inclined, single faults show asymmetrical fringe contrast characteristic 

of intrinsic stacking faults [21] as they result from the propagation of 

1/6 <112> Shockley partial dislocations. The intersection of the faults 

with the steep wedge at the edge of the extracted plate in Fig. ll(a) allows 

a clear distinction between single and overlapping faults. The faults 

show only residual contrast when seen edge-on (Fig. ll(c)), but several 

dislocation segments exhibit strong contrast. A segment at the lower right 

hand side of the plate is dark in Fig. ll(c) and shows different contrast 

in Fig. ll(b). The faults in this segment are not quite parallel to those 

in the segment of the plate and the two are joined by a small angle boundary. 

It is likely that this substructure is related to the offsets observed 

in cross sections such as that seen in Fig. 5. 
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Occasionally, precipitates were found to have a different, more complex 

substructure consisting mainly of dislocations and short faults in high 

density. An example of this is seen in weak beam micrographs in Fig. 12. 

These plates also had a smaller aspect ratio, i.e. were thicker than the 

more typical faulted precipitates. 

In specimens aged at 350°C the faul ts were found to be more regul ar 

and more closely spaced. Fig. 12a shows such a plate in dark-field with 

the faults seen edge-on. The streaks in the di ffracti on pattern now show 

intensity maxima at 1/6 the 111 spacing, and in isolated areas well-defined 

patterns such as the one in Fig. 13b were obtained where the maxima are 

more clearly defined and y I superlattice spots at 100 and equivalent 

positions are clearly split into pairs of spots with spacing 1/6 111 (see 

arrows). This type of diffraction pattern could be attributed to the 

formation of an 18H polytype due to a stacking fault on every 6th plane. 

This polytype lattice leads to a distortion of the unfaulted cubic lattice, 

through a simple shear of magnitudey = 1/6[112]/6xl/3[ll1] = 0.12 on the 

{lln plane in the <112> direction. As a result, <100> patterns of the 

unfaulted lattice Fig. 13c become distorted by about 1.5', as shown in 

Fig. 13d. The 18H polytype was also confirmed by high resolution microscopy. 

showing directly the faulting on every 6th {lll} plane. 

It was shown before that most plates consist of two variants with 

different fault planes but with the same habit plane; in fact, this 

observation was used to deduce that the habit plane must be of the type 

{okl}. Examination of the boundary between two such transformation twins 

shows that it is irregular and tends to follow the {1l1} planes in one 

or the other twi nand seldom coi nci des wi th the geometri ca 1 twi n boundary, 
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the {100} plane in the bcc parent crystal. Fig. 14 shows a dark-field 

image of one such boundary in an extracted plate. Its approximate position 

is marked by arrows. 

The development of y,' morphologies has been followed directly by in 

situ observation in a high voltage electron microscope. The isothermal 

aging sequence (at 28SQ C) in Fig. lS shows the onset of dissolution of 

large a" precipitates after 1.S min. followed by the nucleation after 4 

min. of the first y' group at or near an (l" particle. Apparently the two 

variants in the group have nucleated together. During continued aging 

the particle grows and nucleates further offset segments until after 8 

min. a second V or butterfly is completed. It thus appears that nucleation 

of the original particle and its branches is heterogeneous and the observed 

complex morphologies develop successively rather than by intersection of 

separately nucleated variants. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Both a "-Fe16N2 and y'-Fe4N precipitates undergo transformation strains 

described by a cylindrically symmetric (co/mm) strain tensor. Using the 

lattice parameters of Jack [3,4] these strain tensors are: 

-0.002 
E " = -0.002 
=:IX 

0.097 

and E I 

=f 

-0.064 
-0.064 

0.323 
Both transformations have principal strains of mixed sign. It is 

therefore expected that both precipitates do not simply form plates 

perpendicular to the largest principal strain, i.e. normal to the <001> 

axis, but contain an invariant line in the interface. This is in fact 

the case, and the main difference between a" and y I lies in' the magnitude 

of the transformations. The relatively small strains of the cx lt precipitates 
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can be accommodated elastically. Elastic anisotropy dictates that the 

minimum strain energy is obtained for ,{okl} plates where k and 1 are given 

,by the invariant line condition. It has been shown before [15J that 1) 

elastic anisotropy is not a strong influence since there was no preference 

for individual segments to adopt specific (ok1) habits and 2) each 

precipitate is not a single plate but a group of similar inclined variants 

formi ng the segments of the characteri sti c puckered sheet morphology (see 

Fig. 8(c)). Note that the small lattice rotation ('" 0.7°, see Fig. 9(a)) 

necessary to produce an invariant line in the interface [20] destroys the 

cylindrical symmetry of the transformation strain but the sum of the strains 

for all the segments in a group of variants again approaches cylindrical 

symmetry and correspondingly the overall habit plane is {OOl}a' 

The transformati on strai ns for y I preci pitates are 1 arge and cannot 

be accommodated elastically. It has been shown [16J that a thin plate-shaped 

inclusion may be considered to be under uniaxial stress. Plastic deformation 

on a given slip plane (the {lll} fault plane in y') obeys the Schmid factor 

criterion of a tensile test. The tensile axis lies in the precipitate 

habit plane near 4~ to the slip plane and in the plane of unmixed principal 

strains. Since the interface must also contain an invariant line (the 

direction of the interfacial striations) an (049) habit plane is predicted 
-

containing the [100J tensile axis and the [494J invariant line. The same 

habit plane is obtained with the [100J tensile axis and a [494J invariant 

line. Fig. 2 shows the resulting morphology with two sets of striations 

in a single plate. When combined with the [449J and [449J invariant lines 

the [100J tensile axis leads to a (094) habit plane forming the second 
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wing of the butterfly morphology shown in Fig. 8(a). Thus each butterfly 

is a group of four y' variants sharing a common tensile axis. 

Diamond-shaped groups of four self-accommodating variants are 

characteristic of shape-memory alloys [22,23]. The following argument 

shows that the present V-shaped group of four variants is also 

self-accommodating: the strain tensor of the shape strain has the form 

0 -0.02 -0.04 
£ = 0 -0.07 -0.16 

0 0.10 0.23 

The major strains are £22' £33, E23' acd £32. Their shear component is 

best accommodated by another vari ant with £'22 = E:13i,:£ '33= £ 22, £'23 = £ 32' 
, . 

e:32 = £ 23, i.e. one related to the first variant by an (011) mirror leading 

to the interchange of the indices 2 and 3. To first approximation, the 

total strain at the junction of the two variants is: 

1 (e:+£') = 2 = = 

o 0.01 -0.01 
o 0.08 -0.03 
o -0.03 0.08 

The two variants clearly effect a substantial reduction in the overall 

shear strain. On the other hand the two variants present in a single {ok1} 

plate, i.e. those two variants that are related by a {lOa} mirror plane, 

have essentially the same shape strain and do not accommodate each other's 

strain. This is easily verified by applying a (100) mirror operation to 

the strain tensor ~. 

To summarize the morphological analysis, y.'-Fe4N precipitates form 

in groups of four variants, similar to the groups of four self-accommodating 

variants observed in shape-memory [22,23] and AuCu [24] alloys. The 

resultant morphology is not diamond, but V-or butterf1yshaped. Two variants 
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with the same (degenerate) habit plane {okl} and with similar shape strain 

make up one wing, and the two wings accommodate each other's shear strains. 

Note that this differs from the butterfly martensite found in ferrous 

alloys [25] whose two wings are not self-accommodating and subtend an obtuse 

angle, each wing being of a single variant. Thus, in spite of their 

butterfly morphology the present y' plates resemble more closely the shape 

memory martensites. 

The calculated magnitude of the tensile deformation (the lattice 

invariant shear of martensite theory) is 0.13. This is very close to the 

observed magnitude of the simple shear relating the 18H polytype to the 

unfaulted fcc precipitate lattice (0.12). The irrational direction of 

shear is obtained by mixed shear using two of the three possible Shockley 

partials that produce the same variant of the 18H polytype by shear on 

one set of {lll}fcc planes. It appears likely that the close match of 

the calculated lattice-invariant shear with the observed faulting is more 

than fortuitous. However it is unclear whether the 18H polytype forms 

solely in order to acconunodate the transformation strain or whether it 

is also related to a change in composition, as has been found for example 

in Ni-Mo alloys [26]. In this context it should be noted that the e:-Fe3.2N 

phase, in the i ron-nitrogen system [27] is hexagonal and mi ght be thought 

of as a polytype of the y'-Fe4N fcc lattice with a stacking fault on every 

other {lll}fcc plane. However, it remains to be seen whether a compositional 

change occurs in the present case and whether the polytype phase also forms 

during aging in the absence of constraint from the solid matrix. 

Polytypes similar to the kind found in this study have been observed 

frequently in CuAl, Cu-Zn, Au-Cd and shape-memory martensites [28-30]. 
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These transformations may be regarded as bcc to (faulted) fcc. Since the 

volume change is much smaller (0.3%) in Cu-Zn than in the precipitation 

of yl (15.9%) the lattice invariant shear is of greater magnitude (0.23 

in Cu-Zn, 0.12 in y1Fe4N) accordingly the fault spacing is smaller leading 

to 9R (stacking fault every 3rd flln plane) rather than l8H (stacking 

fault every 6th Ull} plane) po1ytypes. It is generally considered that 

in these martensites the formation of polytypes is a form of strain 

accommodation intermediate between dislocation shear and twinning. 

From this comparison it is clear that the morphological and 

substructural features of y I-Fe4N preCipitates in a. -Fe are similar to 

those of a martensitic transformation. However, the reaction is clearly 

controlled by the diffusion of nitrogen. It is likely that the similarity 

stems mainly from the fact that the reaction proceeds at relatively low 

temperature and strai n accommodati on tends to be a conservati ve process. 

Thus the morphological development is dominated by the shear component 

of the transformation strain. It is interesting to note that the 

accommodation sl ip occurs in the hard nitride precipitate rather than the 

softer iron matrix. A similar result was found for the precipitation of 

~102C in Mo [18] and the dense faulting frequently found in refractory metal 

carbide and nitride inclusions is likely to be due to the same effect. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Typical 0." precipitates with the variant that is seen face-on 

exhibiting characteristic rosette appearance. The irregular outline of 

the other two vari ants seen edge-on suggests buck1 i ng of the preci pitate 

plates. 

Fig. 2. Group of Y precipitates inclined to the foil surface. Each plate 

shows a set of finely spaced parallel striations. The large vertical plate 

contains two sets of striations at an angle to each other. 

Fig. 3. Large y' plate formed by in situ aging for 5 min. at 290°C in 

a HVEM at 500kV. The plate is seen nearly face-on and contains two s.ets 

of striations. The boundary between the two sets is curved. Note the 

displacement fringe continuity across the boundary. 

Fig. 4. V-shaped groups of y' particles formed by in situ aging for 3 

min. at 300°C. Note the fine scale 0." precipitation produced on cooling 

and the depleted zones near y' particles. 

Fig. 5(a). HVEM micrograph (1500kV) of V-shaped group of y' precipitates 

in [100J orientation of the matrix. Each member of the V is composed of 

several parallel but offset segments. The angle of 4~ enclosed by the 

long straight segments of the V is indicated. 

(b). V-shaped group near [100J orientation showing that the two precipitates 

are joined along the (011) mirror plane of the matrix that relates the 

two variants. Again the inner apex angle is 42°. 

(c) [100J matri x diffracti on pattern with "twi n II rel ated [11 OJ. precipitate 

patterns. The (011)0. mirror plane and part of the two mirror related [110}y' 
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preci pitate patterns are outl i ned. The i ndi ces refer to the stereograms 

shown in Figs. 8 and 10. 

Fig. 6. Fe-0.08 wt%N bulk-aged 5 min at 300°C; (a) steeply inclined Y' 

particle showing interface striations along invariant line direction; (b) 

dark field showing stacking faults on slip plane in the precipitate (c) 

same plate tilted edge-on with trace of slip plane and interface steps 

visible. Note diamond shape of particle in this orientation with wedge 

1 f 'V3°· ang e 0 

Fig. 7. V-shaped groups of ¥' plates formed by HVEM in situ aging for 

3 min. at 350 OC. In this orientation one member of the V is nearly face-on 

and is seen to be semicircular. The complete morphology is therefore 

butterfly-like, appearing V-shaped only in cross section. 

Fig. 8 (a) schematic of butterfly morphology of y' precipitate with V-and 

diamond-shaped cross sections outlined. Each wing lies on an {Q49} plane. 
a 

Interface striations along two invariant line directions are shown in one 

wing, separated by an irregular, curved boundary. The two plates are joined 

along the [100] a di recti on. A stereographi c representati on of the y' 

morphology is shown in (b). Four invariant line directions are marked 

on the traces of the two habit planes which are joined along [lOO]a and 

separated by the {Oll)a mirror plane. 

(c) puckered sheet morphology of a" with each segment inclined to the overall 

(OOl)a habit plane. 

Fig. 9. (a) Selected area diffraction pattern showing spot splitting due 

to a single segment of an a" plate in a direction 10° from [OOl]a. The 

misorientation between (002)aand (004) a" is thus'V0.7°. (b) Selected 

area diffraction pattern of y' precipitate embedded in a matrix. The y' 
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plate is in [Ol1Jy ' orientation with (311\' almost parallel to (211)a' 

(precipitate spots are indexed in small letters). The streaking and spot 

splitting in the [111] y' direction is due to periodic faulting on the 

slip plane. Two higher order rows of spots arise from the a matrix and 

allow the calculation of the exact matrix orientation. 

Fig. 10. Stereogram shows the trace of the (049)a. habit plane, the trace 

of the (101) a plane that transforms to the (lll)y' slip plane in the 

precipitate. The invariant line direction i1, slip direction d and axis 

of misorientation u are also shown. Small numbers give y' precipitate 

poles, large numbers a matrix poles. The orientation relationship is close 

to the inverse Nishiyama-Wassermann relationship with (010)y' near'(llO)a 

and (OOl)y''\,So from (OOl)a. 

Fig. 11. Dark-field micrographs used for the contrast analysis of an 

extracted y' plate. Faults are inclined in (a) and (b) with dark field 

asymmetry of non-overlapping faults in (a) showing intrinsic character. 

In (c) faults are edge-on and out of contrast. Plate segment in lower 

right hand corner is misoriented with respect to main segment and separated 

by a small angle boundary visible in (c). 

Fig. 12. Unusual extracted y' particle with high density of short stacking 

faults (a) and dislocations (b) revealed by weak-beam dark-field images 

of the same area. 

Fig. 13. (a) Dark-field image of periodically faulted extracted y' plate 

and (b) corresponding [011] pattern. Extra spots at 1/6 111 positions 

and the splitting of the 100 super1attice spot (see arrows) indicate 

formation of lSH po1ytype related to cubic y' by a shear of 0.12 (see lines). 

(c) [001] pattern from an unfaulted and (d) from a periodically faulted 
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y' plate. The distortion due to po1ytype formation is apparent in (d). 

Fig. 14. Dark-field image showing two variants in a single extracted y' 

plate, each with its own set of {11l} faults. The beam is parallel to 

the mirror plane between the two variants. The boundary whose approximate 

position is indicated by arrows, is seen to be quite irregular. 

Fig. 15. In situ heating experiment at 28SO C showing dissolution of a" 

and heterogeneous nucleation and. growth of a" particles. Beam direction 

near <OOl)a. 
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